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Abstract 
A OL system is called a quasi-deterministic OL system or a D’OL system for short if there is an 
integer C such that the cardinality of the set of words generated in n steps is less than C for every 
n. D’OL systems form a subfamily of the family of OL systems. It is shown that a OL system is 
effectively decidable whether it is a D’OL system or not and the derivations of a D’OL system are 
represented by the derivations of an HFDOL system. Using these results, the family of languages 
generated by D’OL systems is characterized in the families of HDOL languages, HFDOL 
languages, EFDOL languages, NDOL languages, DOL languages, and OL languages. It is also 
shown that the equivalence problem between context-free languages and the family of D’OL 
languages and the regularity and the context-freeness problems for the family of D’OL lan- 
guages are decidable. 
0. Introduction 
Quasi-deterministic OL systems which are first defined in [8] form a subfamily of OL 
systems. A OL system is called a quasi-deterministic OL system or a D’OL system for 
short if there is an integer C such that the cardinality of the set of words generated in 
n steps is less than C for every n. In [14] quasi-deterministic OL systems are called 
derivation slender OL systems. 
A D’OL system is defined by a “global” property of a OL system. Here a global 
property means a property of all words generated by the system. All other subfamilies 
of the family of OL systems are defined by local properties, for example, properties of 
rules: deterministic, propagating, and so on. Therefore a OL system is easily decided 
whether it is a member of such a subfamily. On the other hand, as for D’OL systems, if
one wants to say that a OL system (Z,z, w) in which z is a substitution over C and 
w E C* is the axiom is a D’OL system, then he must solve the problem: Is there 
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a constant C such that card(7”(w)) < C for every n > 0. It is the first main aim of this 
paper to give complete proof to the answer of the above problem. That is to say, we 
will show that a OL system is effectively decidable whether it is a D’OL system or not 
(Theorem 5.7). The algorithm which decides whether a OL system is a D’OL system or 
not uses, of course, the local properties, the alphabet, the substitution, and the axiom, 
only. Thus we can conclude that a D’OL system is also defined by the local properties 
although one cannot say that a OL system is a D’OL system at a glance but one needs 
just an algorithm. 
The second main aim of this paper is to prove that the derivations of a D’OL system 
are represented by the derivations of an HFDOL system, that is, for a D’OL system 
(C, z, w) there exists an HFDOL system (C, 8, r, h, F) such that z”(w) = 19(/r”(F)) for 
every n 2 0 (Theorem 6.2) where (I’, h, F) is an FDOL system and 8 is a morphism 
from r* to C*. This theorem and the fact that _Y(HFDOL) (U(X) denotes the family 
of X languages) is equal to Y(HDOL) [7] lead that P’(D’OL) is properly included in 
_Y(HDOL) (Corollary 6.3). Since JZ(D’OL) is a proper subset of U(OL) (Theorem 2.3), 
Y(D’OL) is included in dp(OL) n u(HDOL). The inclusion is proper (Theorem 7.3), 
that is, _!Z’(D’OL) is not the maximum subfamily which is included in both de(HDOL) 
and _Y(OL). But the family of HDOL systems can be considered the minimal family of 
deterministic L systems which includes the family of D’OL systems because neither 
_Y(NDOL) nor .Y(EFDOL) do not include _Y(D’OL) (Theorems 7.1 and 7.2). 
Theorem 6.2 also makes some decision problems for D’OL systems decidable: The 
equivalence problem between context-free languages and the family of D’OL lan- 
guages is decidable (Corollary 6.4) and the regularity problem and the context- 
freeness problem for the family of D’OL languages are decidable (Corollary 6.5). 
All these results support the hypothesis that the family of D’OL systems is the closest 
subfamily to the family of DOL systems among many subfamilies of OL systems. Now 
we would like to mention the abbreviation of the quasi-deterministic OL systems. The 
use of the prime is not a well-mannered abbreviation in the theory of L systems [lS]. 
But when everyone realize the close resemblance between DOL systems and quasi- 
deterministic OL systems, they will excuse my using D’OL systems as the abbreviation 
of quasi-deterministic OL systems. 
In the subsequent sections we first give the definition of D’OL systems. Then, in 
Sections 3-5, we prove that whether a given OL system is D’OL or not is effectively 
decidable. This will be done by classifying the letters appearing in the axiom of the OL 
system. The representation theorem and some related decision theorems are found in 
Section 6. In Section 7, we characterize the family of D’OL languages in the family of 
HDOL languages. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let Z be a finite alphabet, whose element is called a letter, and C* be the set of all 
words over C including the empty word 1. The set of all nonempty words over C is 
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denoted by C+. The length of a word s is denoted by js(. If V is any subset of Z, lsly 
denotes the number of occurrences of letters of V in s. 
Let u and u be two words over Z. The word v is said to be a prejix of u if u = ut for 
some t E C* and a sufix of u if u = tv for some t E C*. The word u is said to be 
a subword of u if u = svt for some st E C* and a strict subword of u if u = svt for some 
st E Cf. The word v is called a discontinuous subword of u if v is a subsequence of u; i.e., 
v = b, . . . bl,bi E C, and u = uoblul... ul_,blu,forsomeuoul~~~ul~ +.Letubeasub- 
word of u (resp. strict subword of u, discontinuous ubword of u), then we write u $ u 
(resp. u < u, u -$u). 
For any set X, let card(X) denote the cardinality of X. The empty set is denoted by 
8. Let x be an element of a set. We denote by x the singleton set {x}, whenever no 
confusion occurs. 
We denote by N the set of nonnegative integers and by N, the set of positive 
integers. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of the formal language 
theory (see, for example, [4]) and the theory of L systems (see [3,11]). 
Definition. A OL system G is a triple (C, z, w), where C is a finite alphabet, z is 
a substitution on C*, and w is a word over ,Z called the axiom of G. If z is an 
endomorphism on C* rather than a substitution, then G is called a deterministic OL 
system or a DOL system for short. If a OL system (resp. a DOL system) has a finite set of 
axioms instead of an axiom, then it is called an FOL system (resp. an FDOL system). 
Let G = (Z, z, w) be a OL system (resp. G = (Z, z, F) be an FOL system). The 
language generated by G is denoted by L(G) and defined by L(G) = z*(w) (resp. 
L(G) = z*(F)). A language L is called a OL language if it is generated by some OL 
system. 
We may use a morphism (H), a nonerasing morphism (N), or a terminal alphabet 
(E) to generate a language by a (F and/or D) OL system as follows. 
Definition. Let G = (r, h, w) be a DOL system. Then 
(i) A system H = (C, 0, r, h, w) is said to be an HDOL system if 8 is a morphism 
from r* to C*. The language generated by H is defined by L(H) = O(h*(w)). 
(ii) A system H = (C, 19, r, h, w) is said to be an NDOL system if 8 is a nonerasing 
morphism from r* to C*. The language generated by H is defined by L(H) = 
e(h*(w)). 
(iii) A system H = (Z, r, h, w) is said to be an EDOL system where C E r is a finite 
alphabet called the terminal alphabet. The language generated by H is defined by 
L(H) = h*(w) n Z*. 
The H,N, or E types of the other OL systems are defined similarly. 
The next theorem is very useful in the sequel. 
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Theorem 1.1 ([2, Theorem 31). Let h be a morphism from C* into Z* such that for at 
least one a in C, h(a) # 1. Let card(C) = m and let wl, w2 be words over C. Then there 
exists an n such that h”(w,) = h”(w2) if and only if h”‘-‘(WI) = h”-‘(w,). Cl 
Let w be a word over C and let L be a subset of Z*. We denote by alph(w) the set of 
all and only letters of Z which actually in w, and by alph(L) the set of all and only 
letters appearing in the words of L. The alphabetical projection of a substitution r on 
C*, denoted by I(I*, is defined as follows: 
$,(a) = alph(z(a)) for a E Z, tiT(V) = alph(r(V)) for V c C. 
Property 1.2. For every positive integer k, $i = I(/,k. 
The reflective and transitive closure of $z is denoted by Y’,. By Property 1.2, we 
have Y,(V) = alph(z*(V)) for any V 5 Z. 
Let z be a substitution on Z* and wr, w2 be words over Z. If wi E r+(w2), then wi is 
said to be a descendant of w2 and w2 is said to be an ancestor of wl. Let w, E Z* be 
a descendant of w. E Z*. A sequence of words (wo, wl, . . . . w,,) is called a derivation 
process from w. to w, if Wi+l EZ(Wi) for every i = O,...,n - 1. 
Let u = al... ak with aiE.Z and v = bl... bt with biE .X be two words such that 
v E z”(u). A letter ai is said to be an ancestor of a letter bj if v = v’sbjtv”, 
v’ E 7”(a1 . ..ai-l). sbjtEY(ai), and V”ET”(LQ+~ . ..ak). On the same conditions, bj is 
called a descendant of ai, Let A = (~0, . . . , w,) be a derivation process from w. to 
W, where ~0 = ~ol~o2...uol~, wi = uil eeeUili, and W, = anlan2 . ..Q with akj E z and 
let aojo be an ancestor of anj,. Then a sequence of letters (aOjo, alj,, . . . , a,j,) is said to be 
the derivation line from Uojo to Unj,, in A if aiji is an ancestor of U,i+ l)j, ,+1 for every 
i = 0, . . ..n - 1. 
2. Quasi-deterministic OL systems 
We now give the central notion of this paper, 
Definition. A OL system G = (C, 7, w) is said to be quasi-deterministic if there exists 
a positive integer C such that card(z”(w)) < C for every nonnegative integer n. 
We abbreviate a quasi-deterministic OL system to a D’OL system. The next property 
directly follows from the definition. 
Property 2.1. (i) Every DOL system is a D’OL system. 
(ii) Every finite OL system, i.e., a OL system which generates a finite language, is 
a DOL system. 
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Let U(X) denote the family of X languages where X is a family of L systems. The 
following relations obviously hold: 
_Y(DOL) c 9(D’OL) s Y(OL). 
The next lemma characterizes unary D’OL languages. 
Lemma 2.2. A UOL system G = ({u} , z, a”) (i.e., a OL system over a unary alphabet) is 
a D’OL system if and only if G is a DOL system (i.e., r(a) = ak for some k 2 0) or G is 
a finite OL system (i.e., z(a) = 1, r(a) = a, or z(a) = {a, 11). 
Proof. If part directly follows from Property 2.1. Let ( {a},t, a”) be a D’OL system. If 
G is not DOL system, then r(a) = {a”‘, . . . . anr} for some integers 0 < n, < --- < &. 
Since G is a D’OL system, nk < 2 and hence G is a finite OL system. 0 
Then the following theorem becomes obvious. 
Theorem 23. ._Y(DOL) c 9’(D’OL) c U(OL). 
In Section 7, we will characterize the family of D’OL languages in the family of 
HDOL languages. 
The definition of D’OL systems does not say how to decide whether a given OL 
system is a D’OL system or not. For any OL system G, it is easily decided whether L(G) 
is finite and whether G is a DOL system or not is trivial. But for an infinite 
nondeterministic OL system G, it is not so easy to decide whether G is a D’OL system or 
not; see the following example. 
Example 2.1. Let G1 = (Z,r,,a) and Gz = (C, r,,a) be OL systems where Z = 
{a, b, c}, z1 (a) = r2(a) = {ab,cb}, z,(b) = z,(b) = b, zl(c) = cb, and r2(c) = bc. Then, 
using inductions on n, we can prove r:(a) = {ab”,cb”} and z;(a) = 
ab” u (b’cb”-‘IO < i < n> for every n > 0. That is, Gi is a D’OL system and G2 is not. 
We now introduce a new notion. 
Definition. Let 7 be a substitution on C*. A word w in Z* is said to be k-divergent for 
7 if there exists a positive integer k such that card(r”(w)) < k for every n E N and 
card(r’(w)) = k for some i E N. If there is no such an integer k, then w is called 
co-divergent for 7. A word w is called finitely divergent for 7 if w is k-divergent for 
some kcN+. 
Note that a OL system G = (,Y, z, w) is a D’OL system if and only if the axiom w is 
finitely divergent for 7. 
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We show that there is a subset of C* such that every word w in the subset is finitely 
divergent if and only if card(r*(w)) is finite. 
Definition (Nishida and Kobuchi [9]). A word w over C is said to be repeatable for z if 
it is a descendant of itself, i.e., w E rf (w). Let G = (Z, r, w) be a OL system. The set of 
repeatable words generated by G is called the repeatable language and denoted by 
P(z, w): P(r, w) = { u~L(G)lu~z+(u)}. 
Theorem 2.4 is the fundamental theorem for repeatable words and repeatable 
languages. 
Theorem 2.4 (Nishida and Kubuchi [9, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.11). The set of 
repeatable words for a jinite substitution is a regular set. The class of repeatable 
languages equals to the class of context-free languages. 
The next theorem states a relation between repeatable words and co-divergent 
words. 
Theorem 2.5. Let w be a repeatable word. Then w is co-divergent if and only if 
card(r*(w)) = cc. 
Proof. Only if part is a contraposition of Property 2.1 (ii). 
Let w be a repeatable word such that card(z*(w)) = cc. Since w E ri(w) for some 
positive integer i, we have 
rin+j(w) = zin+j(w) v ri(n-l)+i(W) v . . . v ri+j(w) v rj(w) (2.1) 
for every j with 0 < j < i and n E N. Let L(n) be the set 
L(n) = $“(w)” ~~“+l(w) ” . . . ” riCn+l)-i(w) (2.2) 
for every n E N. Then, by replacing every rin+j (w) in (2.2) with the right hand side of 
(2.1), we have 
(n+l)i-1 
L(n) = IJ z”(w) and lim L(n) = z*(w). 
v=o n-tm 
If there is a positive integer k such that for every n 2 0 card(r”(w)) < k, then 
card@(n)) < ik. Because i is a fixed integer, this contradicts the assumption 
card@*(w)) = cc. q 
Now the remaining task is to decide whether a word w which is not repeatable for 
z and which satisfies card(~* (w)) = cc is finitely divergent or not. This will be done in 
the following three sections. 
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3. Classification of letters 
Let k be a positive integer or co. We extend the multiplication and the order 
relation on N + to those on the set N + u co by setting: 
k.oO = co*k= co andforeveryk# co,k< co. 
Then the following property becomes obvious. 
Property 3.1. Let 7 be a substitution on C *. Let w and w’ be k-divergent and k’-divergent 
words for z, respectively. 
(i) Then ww’ is m-divergent with max(k, k’) < m < kk’. 
(ii) Zf w’ E r*(w), then k’ < k. 
Property 3.1 (i) shows that a word w = al a2 . . . al is finitely divergent for r if and 
only if every ai with i = 1,2,..., I is finitely divergent for r. Now we consider the 
properties of letters occurring in a finitely divergent word. If a letter a EC is a k- 
divergent word, then a is called a k-divergent letter. A l-divergent letter is called 
a deterministic letter. A letter a E Z is deterministic if and only if z(b) is a singleton for 
every b E !Pu,(a). A letter a is called a finite letter if card@*(a)) < co and a is called an 
injinite letter otherwise. 
3.1. Persistent letters 
We adopt, throughout his paper and unless otherwise stated, r a substitution on C* 
and NZ the cardinality of Z, i.e., Nr = card(Z). 
Definition. A letter a in C is said to be vital if 1 is not a descendant of a. A letter which 
always generates 1 is called mortal. A letter a in Z is said to be transient if a does not 
occur in any descendant of a, i.e., a 4 alph(r+ (a)). A letter which is not transient is 
called persistent. The set of vital, mortal, transient, and persistent letters are denoted 
by V, M, T, and E, respectively. 
We summarize vital, mortal, transient, and persistent letters as follows: 
Vital letters V= {aEZIlf$r+(a)}, 
Mortal letters M = {a E C 1 rN”(a) = l}, 
Transient letters T = {a E C Ja 4 alph(r + (a))}, 
Persistent letters E = Z - T = {a E Z 1 a E alph(r+ (a))}. 
We note that all mortal letters are transient and there may be nonvital persistent 
letters, i.e., M E T and (C - V) n E # 8. Some persistent letters are not always 
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“persistent”. Indeed a persistent letter a may have a descendant u E z(a) such that 
a does not occur in any descendant of u, i.e., a $ alph(z* (u)). 
There is no sequence of NZ + 1 transient letters (a,, a,, . . . . uNz) such that 
ui+l E $r(Ut) for i = 0, . . . . NZ - 1. This yields the next property. 
Property 3.2. Let a be a letter in C and let w be a word in zNZ(u). Then every letter 
occurring in w is a persistent or a descendant of a persistent letter. 
By this property, every infinite transient letter will be decided whether it is finitely 
divergent or not if all persistent letter are decided whether they are finitely divergent 
or not. Thus we will consider persistent letters only. 
Property 3.3. Let a be a persistent letter and let p be a positive integer such that 
sat E z”(u) for some st E C*. Then 
$iP(u) = @F’ l’“(u) 
holds for every i > N,. 
Proof. Since a E @(a), we have the ascending sequence 
g(u) G lp(u) E . . . G l@(u) c $i’+“qu) G a.*. 
Because t@‘(u) c C for every i 2 0, there are at most Nz different $fP(u)‘s. 0 
Let A be a set of persistent letters which contains at least one element. The 
minimum integer n such that for every a E A sat E z”(u) for some st E C* is said to be 
the common period of A and denoted by n = C(A). Since for every persistent letter a, 
there is a positive integer n, < Nz such that sat E +(a) for some st E C*, C(A) is the 
least common multiple of n,‘s for every a in A. Then, for every AI c A2 E E, the 
following inequality is obvious: 
C(A,) d C(A,) < C(E) < fl v. 
Y d N,y&v is prime 
Let - be a relation on E defined by 
a - b iff a E Y,(b) and b c Y,(u). (3.1) 
Then - is obviously an equivalence relation on E. The equivalence class which 
contains a is denoted by E,. 
Definition. A persistent letter a is said to be congruent if there exists a positive integer 
K such that for every letter b E E, and i E IV + , 
ubv, v’bv’ E 7’(u) implies rK (ubv) = rK (u’bv’). (3.2) 
The minimum integer K satisfying (3.2) is called the boundary of a. 
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We now mention that any descendant of a congruent letter a has a center-embed- 
ding structure if it has an occurrence of a letter in E,. 
Proposition 3.4. Let p be the common period of E. Let a E E be a congruent letter with 
a boundary K. Then for any nonnegative integer i > pNZ + p + K 
T’(a) n C*E,C* = .ri-p(s)zi-p(a)z’-p(t) n C*E,C*, 
where sat E z”(a). 
Proof. Let i’ = i - K. Then, since i’ - p > pNr and p satisfies at E zP(a), Property 3.3 
leads &‘(a) n E, = $Lmp(a) n E,. Any word in z”(a) n C* E,C* has the form ubv for 
some bEE,. Since b E $yeP(a) n E,, there exists u’bv’ E zi’-“(a) such that 
zi’-P(s)u’bv’ti’-P(t) E zi’-P(sat) c z”(a). Because a is congruent, we have F(ubv) = 
zK(?‘-P(s)u’bv’8’-P(t)). Thus we have 
z’(a) n C* E,Z* c zi-P(s)ci-p(a)zi-P(t) n C* E,C*. 
Because 
r’(a) n C*E,C* ZJ ~i-p(s)~i-p(a)zi-p(t) n C*E,J* 
always holds for any substitution, the proof is completed. 0 
We will show that every finitely divergent and persistent letter is congruent. Every 
deterministic better is trivially congruent. For every finite letter a, if ubv E z*(a) for 
some b E E,, then uv must be a word over M. Since ?Z(uv) = 1, a is a congruent letter 
with the boundary NZ. It will be proved in Section 5 that every infinite, nondetermin- 
istic, and finitely divergent letter is congruent. 
Proposition 3.4 is, however, insufficient to characterize finitely divergent words 
completely because it says nothing about the words which are not in Z*EJ*. The 
complete characterization will appear in Section 5. 
Note that the converse is not true by the following example. 
Example 3.1. Let z be a substitution over {a, b, b,} given by 
z(a) = ab, z(b) = {b, bl>, z(b,) = b. 
Then since ~*(abw) = ~*(abw’) for any words abw, abw’ E t”(a) where w, w’ E {b, bl}*, 
a is congruent. But a is obviously co-divergent. 
At the end of this subsection, we mention a few properties of finite letters. 
Lemma 3.5. Let p be the common period of E. Let a E E be a jnite letter. Then for 
every integer i > pNz + p + Nr, 
z’(a) n M*E,M* = z’-“(a) n M* E,M*. 
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Proof. Obvious from Proposition 3.4. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Let p be the common period of E. Let a E E be a $nite letter. Then for 
every word w EC*, w E z*(a) if and only if w E z”(a) for some n < Nr(pNZ + 
p + NZ + 1). 
Proof. Let w = bI b2.. . bl with bj E Z be a word in z’(a) for some 
i 2 Nr ( pNZ + p + N, + 1). There is the derivation line tj = (a = b(O), b(l), . . . , 
b”‘=bj)fromatobjforeveryj= 1,2,...,1.Letaj=(b’k’,...,b(k+m-1))beasubsequ- 
ence of <j with length m such that all letters appearing in Ctj is contained in the same 
equivalence class Ew. If m > pNZ + p + Nr, then by Lemma 3.5 there exists a se- 
quence c$ with length m - px < pNr + p + NZ such that first letter of UJ is bCk’ and the 
last letter of ~5 is b(k+m-l). Th us Clj is replaced with R;. Since card(E/ -) < NZ and 
there are at most NZ. occurrences of transient letters in tj for every j = 1, . .., I, the 
proposition follows immediately. 0 
3.2. Self-embedding letters 
We now must consider infinite, nondeterministic, and persistent letters. 
Definition. A persistent letter a is said to be self-embedding if a generates no repeatable 
words, i.e., P(z,a) = 8. The set of self-embedding letters are denoted by S, i.e., 
S={a~ElP(z,a)=@). 
From the definition of self-embedding letters, the next property is shown. 
Property 3.7. Let a be a self-embedding letter. Then 
(i) a is vital, 
(ii) 1st IV > 0 for every word sat E Z+ (a), and 
(iii) card(z*(a)) = cc. 
Proof. (i) Since the empty word 1 is a repeatable word, 1 is not a descendant of a. 
(ii) Let us assume that 1st IV = 0 for some word sat E z”(a) with n E N + . Then there 
exists a positive integer m such that 1 E zm(st). Now we must consider two cases: 
(1) If n 2 m, then sat E z”(sat), i.e., sat is a repeatable word. 
(2) If n c m, then there is a word uav such that 
uav E ~(i-1)n(s)~(i-Z)“(s)...sat...z(‘-2)”(t)z(~-’)”(t) C z’“(a) and 1 E ?‘(uv), 
where i is the minimum integer satisfying in 2 m. Then, obviously, uav E ?(uav), i.e., 
a derives a repeatable word. 
Therefore I st IV > 0. 
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(iii) There exists sat E ~“(a) for some integer p > 0 because a is persistent. Let 
(so, . .., si . . .) and (to,. . . , ti . . .) be sequences of words such that s,, = s, to = t, 
SiEZP(Si_l), and tiErP(ti-i)for i > 1. Then {si...soato...tiIi> 0) E T*(U). By (ii)of 
this property we have 
IS,Utol < ISlSoUtot,l < ..’ < lSi...SOUtO*.*ti/ < **a 
Thus card(r*(a)) = co. q 
Since any repeatable language is context-free and the emptiness problem for 
context-free languages is decidable, self-embedding letters are effectively determined. 
The next proposition states that only self-embedding letters remain undecided 
whether they are finitely divergent or not. 
Proposition 3.8. Let a be a letter in E - S. Then a is co-divergent if and only ij 
card(r*(a)) = co. 
Proof. We prove if part only because only if part is obvious. 
Since a is not self-embedding, there is a word w in P(r, a). If card(r*(w)) = co for 
some w E P(r, a), then a is co-divergent by Theorem 2.5. 
Let us assume that card(r*(w)) < cc for every w in P(r,u). Since card(r*(u)) = co, 
a cannot occur in any word in P(r, a). There exists sat E t”(u) such that 1st IV > 0 for 
some p_ Then there exist three sequences of words (s = sO,sl, . . . . s,, . ..). (t = to, 
t1,..., t, )... ), and (wi, . . . . w,, . . . ) which satisfy s, E rp(s, _ 1 ), t, E zP(t,_ 1 ), Is, t,l > 0, 
w1 E zP(u), w,,+~ E zp(w,), and w, is repeatable for every n E N +. Let 
X, = {s,_i ...sgutO...t,_l,s,_l . ..slwltl ...t,_l ,.,,, w,}. Then we have rnp(u) 2 X, 
for every n E N + . Since every w, belongs to a finite set, card(X,) + co as n --f 00 and 
a is cc -divergent. 0 
As for the self-embedding letters, if a self-embedding letter is finitely divergent, then 
we will frequently face the situation assumed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.9. Let a be u self-embedding and jnitely divergent letter such that sat E z”(u) 
forsomestEC*undpE~+.ForeverywordwEZj(u)withj~N+,let(so,sl,...,si,...), 
(to, t1 , ..e) tip . ..). and (wO,W~, see,wiy . . . ) be sequences of words given by 
so E d(s), to E G(t), WI-J = w, 
si E T~(s~- I), ti E rP(ti- I), and wi E TP(wi_ 1) with i > 0. 
Then there are positive integers m and n such that m > n and 
WI?3 =s,-1...s,w,t,...t,_1. (3.3) 
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Proof. For every integer i > 0, zip+j(a) includes 
Xi = iSi- ae*SoW,to e.*ti_lye*a,Si-l . ..skWktk...ti-l....,Si-IWi-lti-l,Wij. 
Since a is finitely divergent, there exists a positive integer C such that card(Xi) < C for 
every i E N + . That is, for sufficiently large i, there are integers 0 < n < m < i such that 
Si_1 . ..S.W,t,...ti_l = Si_l . ..S”W.t, . ..ti_l. 
Removing the common prefix and suffix, we have 
w, = s,_r . ..S.W,t,...t,_~. Cl 
4. Technical lemmas 
Henceforth we assume that a is a nondeterministic and finitely divergent letter in S. 
We now give an illustrative example, which will help us to explore the structure of 
finitely divergent words. 
Example 4.1. Let r be a substitution over {a, b, bI, c, d, e,f} given by 
z(a) = {eae, ebIe, eefee}, T(b,) = ebe, z(b) = {ebe, ecfde}. 
z(c) = {ec,ee}, t(f) = {de,ee), z(e) = ee, z(f) =f: 
Then the following words are derived from a by z in a few steps. 
P(u) = a, 
~‘(a) = {cue, ebIe, eefee}. 
r’(u) = (e3ue3,e3ble3,e3be3,e4fe4), 
~~(a) = {e’ue’, e7b1e7,e7be7,e7cfde7,eaf e’}, 
r4(u) = {e15ue15,e’5b~e15,e’5be’5,e’5cfde’5,e’6fde15,e15cfe’6,e’6fe’6}. 
Thus it is easily seen that every i > 4 z’(a) has the following “center-embedded 
structure” 
z’(u) = e 2’-1Ae2’-l, 
where A = (a, bl, b, cfd,efd, cfe, efe}. 
4.1. Attendant, compatible, and null letters 
We first give a formal definition for such a letter ‘e’ in Example 4.1. 
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Definition. A letter b E E n Y*(a) is said to be attendant with respect o a if there exists 
sa’t E r + (a) such that b E alph (st) and a N a’ where N is the equivalence relation given 
by (3.1). 
Property 4.1. Every attendant letter is deterministic and vital. 
Proof. Let b be an attendant letter with respect to a. It is easily seen, from the 
definition of the attendant letters, that for any integer n, there is a word w E r + (a) such 
that 1 w lb > n. Then, since a is finitely divergent, b is deterministic. Because a determin- 
istic persistent letter is vital, the proof is completed. 0 
We next define those letters which appear in the “center” of the center-embedded 
structure in Example 4.1. 
Definition. A letter b E S n Y*(u) is said to be compatible with respect o a if b is not 
attendant with respect o a. A compatible letter b with respect o a is called strongly 
compatible if a N b. Otherwise, b is called weakly compatible. 
We note that, as a direct consequence of Property 4.1, a itself is not attendant and is 
strongly compatible. 
A compatible letter b is said to be two-sided if there exists sbt E 7+(b) such that both 
s and t contain some attendant letters with respect to b. Otherwise, b is called 
one-sided. A one-sided letter b is said to be right-sided (resp. left-sided) if there exists 
sbt E z+(b) such that only t (resp. s) contains attendant letters with respect o b. We 
note that there is no two- and one-sided letter nor left- and right-sided letter. 
The following two lemmas make basic properties of compatible letters clear. 
Lemma 4.2. For every su’t E z+ (a), if a N a’ then 
(i) a’ is the only occurrence of strongly compatible letter with respect to a in su’t and 
(ii) rNZ(st) is deterministic. 
Proof. (i) By the assumptions, a’ is persistent and card(r*(u’)) = co. If a’ is not 
self-embedding, then a’ is co-divergent because of Proposition 3.8 and hence a is 
co-divergent. Thus a’ is self-embedding. If a’ is attendant, there is a word 
uOuuluuz E r+(u). This means that a is cc -divergent. Therefore u’ is strongly compat- 
ible. The other persistent letters appearing in sa’t are attendant by the definition of 
attendant letters. 
(ii) Let u = cl . . . cl be a word in rN”(st) where ci E C. Then every ci is a descendant of 
a persistent letter by Property 3.2. By the proof of(i) of this lemma, the persistent letter 
cannot be compatible. Therefore ci is a descendant of an attendant letter and cl is 
deterministic for every i = 1, . . . , 1. 0 
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Lemma 4.3. Let w be a word in zj(a) for some j E N + . 
(i) There are at most two occurrences of weakly compatible letters in w. 
(ii) If a is one-sided, then there is at most one occurrence of a one-sided weakly 
compatible letter in w. 
(iii) If w contains two weakly compatible letters with respect to a, i.e., w = ublvbzx 
where bI and b, are weakly compatible letters with respect to a, then bI is left-sided and 
b2 is right-sided. 
Proof. (i) Let w = w. = ubIub2xb3y where bl, b2, and b3 are self-embedding letters, 
uvxy E C*, and a # Yr(bi) for i = 1,2,3. Since a and bi (i = 1,2,3) are self-embedding, 
there is a positive integer p such that sat E r”(a) with w1 = uIbluIbZxIb3y1 E zp(wo) 
where l~lxl I > Id. Then, for every i >O, there is a word 
wi+l = ui+lbloi+lbzxi+lb3yi+~ l ~~(~ibl~ib2xib3yi)suchthat (Vi+lxi+ll > Iuixil. Let 
(%)iE WI and (ti)ie N be sequences of words given by 
SO E Z’(S), to E d(t), si E zP(si_l), and ti E TP(ti- 1) for ie N+. 
By Eq. (3.3) of Lemma 3.9, we have 
u,bIu,b2x,b3ym = s,,_~ . ..s u b u b x b y t n ” 1 ” 2 n 3 ” n... &,_I 
for some 0 < n < m. This implies that bI occurs in sk for some k (m - 1 2 k 2 n) or 
b3 occurs in tl for some 1 (m - 1 > 12 n). Then bI or b3 is attendant because all 
persistent letters appearing in sk and tl are attendant. 
(ii) Obvious from the definition of one-sided letter. 
(iii) Such bI and b2 are self-embedding, w has infinitely many descendants of the 
form u’bI u’b2x’. There is a nonnegative integer n such that 10’1 < n for every u’ because 
a is finitely divergent. Then bI is left-sided and b2 is right-sided. 0 
A persistent letter which is not attendant nor compatible may occur in some word 
WEZ+(a). 
Definition. A persistent letter b E Y,(a) is said to be a null letter with respect o a if 
card(r*(b)) < co and there is a positive integer k such that IwIt, < k for every 
w E r*(a). 
We denote by C,, A,, and U, the set of all compatible letters, attendant letters, and 
null letters with respect to a, respectively. The next proposition ensures that the 
persistent letters in Y’,(a) are effectively classified. 
Proposition 4.4. Y,(a) n E = C, u A, u U,, and C, n A, = A, n U, = U, n C, = 8. 
Proof. The latter half is obvious from the definitions. 
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Let b be a persistent letter in Y&z) such that b is not compatible nor attendant. 
Then b cannot be self-embedding, that is, P(r, b) # 0 and hence card(r*(b)) < co by 
Proposition 3.8. Since b is not attendant, there exist a positive integer p and an infinite 
sequence of words (a, slat,, . . . . siati, . . . ) such that slat1 E T’(U), Siati E TP(si-lati- I), 
and Isiti(b = 0 (i = 1,2, .,.). H ence there must exist a positive integer k such that 
1 w lb 6 k for every w E r*(u) for otherwise a would be co-divergent. 0 
In Example 4.1, Q is two-sided strongly compatible b is two-sided weakly compat- 
ible, c and d are one-sided weakly compatible, e is attendant, and f is null with respect 
to a; while bl is a transient letter. 
Using the characterization given in this section, we will prove that r’(a) has 
a center-embedded structure if and only if a is a finitely divergent letter (Theorem 5.7). 
Before doing this, we make it clear what happen when a strongly compatible letter 
vanishes in some word w E r+(a). 
4.2. Vanishing of strongly compatible letters 
It is shown, in the previous subsection, that there is a word w in r’(a) such that 
w has no occurrence of strongly compatible letters with respect to a. Let 
A = (w,, = a, . . . . w, = w) be a derivation process for such a word w. Then, for some 
integer i with 0 < i < n, there is an occurrence of a strongly compatible letter with 
respect o a in every word wo, . . . , Wi and no occurrence in every word wi+ 1,. . . , w,. In 
this case, there is a strongly compatible letter a’ occurring in wi and a derivation 
process A, = (a’, ui+ 1, ..,, u,) such that Ui+j is a subword of wi+j for every 
j= l,..., n - i. The derivation process A, is called the transient process from a’ in A. 
Definition. Let w E Z+(Q) be a word which has no occurrence of strongly compatible 
letters with respect o a and let A = (a, . . . . w) be a derivation process from a to w. We 
call w a transient word with respect to a if there exists a transient process 
A, = (a’,ni+l, . . . , u,) in A such that u, has an occurrence of a transient letter b, and 
that all letters but a’ in the derivation line (a’, bi+ 1, . . . , b,) in A, are transient. 0 
Property 4.5. Let w E z”(a) be a transient word with respect to a for some n > 0 and let 
wi E z’(a) be the last word in the derivation process (a, . . . , wiy . . . , w) such that wi has an 
occurrence of a strongly compatible letter with respect to a. Then n - i < card(T). 
Let w E 7*(a) be a word which is not transient with respect o any compatible letter. 
We consider the following nine cases according to the number of compatible letters 
and null letters occurring in w and whether a is one-sided or two-sided (see Table 1). 
There are no cases corresponding to the - sign in Table 1 because of Lemma 4.3. 
Case 0: w has an occurrence of a strongly compatible letter with respect o a. 
Case 1: a is one-sided and w has one occurrence of weakly compatible letter b. 
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Table 1 
Number of occurrences of compatible letters in w 
One Some weakly compatible letter(s) 
strongly 
compatible Two One None 
a is One-sided Two-sided With null letters Without null letters 
One-sided Case 1 - Case 2 Case 3 
Two-sided Case 0 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case I Case 8 
Case 2: a is one-sided, w has no occurrence of compatible letters, and w has some 
occurrences of null letters. 
Case 3: a is one-sided and w has no occurrence of compatible letters nor null letters. 
Case 4: a is two-sided and w has two occurrences of weakly compatible letters 
bI and b2. 
Case 5: a is two-sided and w has one occurrence of a weakly compatible letter b and 
b is one-sided. 
Case 6: a is two-sided and w has one occurrence of a weakly compatible letter b and 
b is two-sided. 
Case 7: a is two-sided, w has no occurrence of compatible letters, and w has some 
occurrences of null letters. 
Case 8: a is two-sided and w has no occurrence of compatible letters nor null letters. 
Transient processes cause transitions between these cases. The possible transitions 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. We note that the transitions occur at most NZ times. There 
may be a transient process which does not contain any transient words. Indeed, let 
(a, . . . . s’a’t’,sut) be a derivation process from a to sut satisfying. 
(i) u E ~(a’), 
(ii) a $ alph(r*(u)), and 
(iii) a’ is strongly compatible with respect o a. 
Then the derivation process (a’, u) is a transient process even if sut is not a transient 
word. 
In Example 4.1, e2i-‘ae2i-1 is a word of Case 0, e2i-1 be2i-’ is a word of Case 6, 
,2i - 1 cf de2’ - 1 is a word of Case 4, e2’fde2’- ’ and e2i- l cfe2’ are words of Case 5, 
ezife2’ is a word of Case 7, and e2i- ’ bIe2’- ’ is a transient word with respect o a for 
every i 2 2. 
The next proposition describes that every word in each case has a special 
form. 
Proposition 4.6. Let w E T+ (a) be a word which is not transient with respect to any 
compatible letter and has no occurrence of strongly compatible letters. Then w has the 
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Case0 Case6 
Fig. 1. Transitions caused by transient processes. 
form: 
In Case 1, w = zbv if a is right-sided or w = ubz if a is left-sided. 
In Case 2: w = zv if a is right-sided or w = uz if a is left-sided. 
In Case 3, w = u. 
In Case 4, w = ublzbzv. 
In Case 5, w = uzbv if b is right-sided or w = ubzv if b is left-sided. 
In Case 6, w = ubv. 
In Case 7, w = uzv. 
In Case 8, w = u. 
In the equations, b, bt , and bz stand for weakly compatible letters, u and v stand for such 
words that zNz(u) and zNr(v) are deterministic singletons over A, v M, and z stands 
for the other subword of w. In each case, we have z E r”(a) for some 
n < N,(pNr + p + NZ + 1) where p is the common period of E. 
Proof. All assertions but the last one are obvious from Lemmas 4.2,4.3, and Property 4.5. 
As for the last assertion, since all letters occurring in z are finite, we have z E 7”(a) for some 
n < N,(pN, + p + Nr + 1) by the same argument as the proof of Proposition 3.6. 0 
5. The structure of finitely divergent words 
The aim of this section is to find a positive integer M, dependent only on 7 such that 
for every finitely divergent self-embedding letter a, 
r’(a) = 7i-p(s) . ..7 i-ip(s)7i-‘p(a)7i-1p(t) . ..zimP(t). 
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where i - lp c M,, p < M,, sat E zP(a), and zi-jp(s) and zi-jp(t) are deterministic 
words for every 1 < j < 1 (Theorem 5.7). Then a self-embedding letter is decided 
whether it is finitely divergent or not by the following algorithm: 
1. For every 0 < i < M,, find the set Bi such that T’(U) = siBiti where si and ti are 
the longest common deterministic prefix and suffix, respectively. 
2. If there are Bi and Bj (i #j) such that Bi = Bj, then a is finitely divergent. 
Otherwise a is infinitely divergent. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.7, we first consider a specific case: the case that every 
word in z*(a) contains a strongly compatible letter, in other words, all words in r*(a) 
are Case 0. And then generalize it. 
5.1. Case 0 
In this subsection we assume that every word in T* (a) contains a strongly compat- 
ible letter. The next lemma states that a is congruent. 
Lemma 5.1. Let sla’tl and sZa’t2 be words in z”(a) where n is a nonnegative integer and 
a’ is a strongly compatible letter with respect to a. Then ~~~~~~ (sIa’tI) = ~~~z-l(s~u’t~). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove z~~E-~(s~) = ~‘~z-‘(s~). First observe that z2”“-‘(sj) 
(j = 1,2) is a singleton. If zi(sl) # zi(s2) for all i > 2Nr - 1, then a is co-divergent. 
Therefore, for some i, zi(sl) = zi(sz). This implies ~~~Z-l(s~) = ~‘~y-l(s~) since all 
words in zNz(sl) and Zig are deterministic. Cl 
Now the next proposition directly follows from Proposition 3.4. 
Proposition 5.2. Let p be the common period of all persistent letters. Then for any 
nonnegative integer i 
r’(a) = CP(s) . ..T ~-*p(s)T1-lp(u)T~-~p(t)...t~-p(t), 
wherei-lpcpNr+p+2NZ-1. 
In the following subsections, we consider the general cases, i.e., the Cases l-8 and 
transient words described in Section 4.2. We classify them into three groups: Cases 
1 and 6; Cases 3 and 8; Cases 2,4,5 and 7 and transient words. 
5.2. Weakly compatible letters: Cases 1 and 6 
The words in Cases 1 and 6 have one occurrence of a weakly compatible letter 
which is the same sided letter as a. 
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Lemma 5.3. For every j > Nz, let w E z’(a) be a word of Case 1 or Case 6, i.e., w = xby 
for some weakly compatible letter b with respect to a and xy E C* and let p be the 
common period of {a, b}. Th en f or every sat E P(a) and ubv E zP(b), 
0) T ZNZ-l(~j(~)~) = T~“~-‘(T~(x)u) if zN”(s) # 1, zN”(s) = zN”(u) = 1 otherwise. 
(ii) z 2N~--i(~ri(t)) = +‘z-1 (v+‘(y)) if TN’(t) # 1, zNZ(t) = zN”(v) = 1 otherwise. 
Proof. We only prove (i). The assertion (ii) is proved similarly. 
If r”z(s) = 1, then r”z(u) = 1 obviously holds for otherwise a is co-divergent. 
Now, let rN”(s) # 1. Then, first we note that rN’(X) is deterministic where 
X = S, t, U, V, X, y. Then the sequences (si)ie N, (ti)iEN, and (Wi)icN in Lemma 3.9 
become 
Si = Z”+‘(S), ti = rip+‘(t) and Wi = Tip(X)T(i-l)p (U) . ..ubv . ..T"-""(V)T'"(y) 
for iEtV. 
Thus, by (3.3) of Lemma 3.9, we have 
= tern- l)p+j(s) . . . T"p+j(s)Tnp(x)dn- “p(u) . . .ubv . . . z(“- “P(v)z”P( y)z”“‘j(t) . . . dm- ‘)p+j(t) 
for some 0 < n < m. Because z(~-‘)~(u) . ..ubv . . . z(“- ‘j”(v) is common, the equality 
T(m-l)P+qs) . ..T”P”(S)T”P(X) = Tmp(X)T(m-l)P(U) . ..TyU) 
holds. Now we consider the next three cases. 
(i) If m = n + 1, then r”P+j(s)r”P(~) = ~(“f’)P(~)r”p(~). 
(ii) If m > n + 1 and r”P(x) is a suffix of rnp(u), then r(“+ ‘j”(x) is a suffix of 
r(“+lJP(u) and r(“+‘)p(x)z”p(u) is a suffix of z(“+‘)P(~)rnp(u). In this case, 
r(“+l)p(x)z”p(u) is a subword of ~“~+j(s)r”~(x) or ?‘p+j(s)z”p(x) is a subword of 
z(” + i)P(x) VP(u). 
(iii) If m > n + 1 and rnp(u) is a suffix of r”p(x), then rnp(x) is factorized as 
T”P(X) = ZT(n+t)P(U) . . . Tyu), 
where z is a suffix of r(“+l+‘)P( u) f or some 1 > 0. In this case, we have 
Tmp(X)T(m-l)P(U) . ..TRP(U)= Tcm-"'p(Z)Tcm+l'p(U)...T"p(U). 
Now T@+')~(X)T"~(U)= T~(z)T("+'+~)~(U)...Z~P(U) is a Suffix Of TmP(X)T(m-l)P 
(U) . ..T"'(U). Thus, T("+l)p (x)T""(u) is a subword of T"~+'(s)T"~(x) or T"~+~(s)T"~(x) is 
a subword of T("+')~(x)T"~(u). (See Fig. 2.) 
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. . . ++j(3) T”P(Z) I ++l)q2) I T”P(4 I 
I_L.llil _1_ 
. . . T”P(U) . . . ++qs) +yz) 
Case (ii) Case (iii) 
Fig. 2. Illustrations of the case (ii) and the case (iii) in the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Next, assume ?J’+~(s)T”~(x) is a strict subword of ~‘“+“~(x)r”~(u) in the cases (ii) 
and (iii). Then we have the following implications: 
r”p+ j(s) F(X) < r(” + “P(X) Z”P(U) 
* rP(r”P”(S) r~~(x))r”~(u) $ rP(r(n+ “P(X)Z”P(U)) F(U) 
,t(~+l)p+j(S)~(n+1)~(X)Z~~(U)~Z(n+2)p(X)T(n+l)p(U)Z~P(U) 
-+ .$n+ l)p+j(s)zw+i(s)z~p(x) <dZ(“+2)P(x)Z(n+1)P(U)Znp(U) 
3 7(m-l)p+j(s) . . . z”p+‘(s)z”p(x) <dT)“p(x)Z(m- l)p(u) . ..z”P(u). 
This is a contradiction. By a similar argument, r(“+l)P(x)r”P(~) cannot be a strict 
subword of r”J’+j(s) Fp(x). Hence the equality r”p+j(s)r”p(x) = r(“+ “P(~)7”P(~) holds 
in any case, i.e., r”p(r~(s)x) = z”~(z~(x)u). Then the lemma follows immediately from 
Theorem 1.1. q 
Let b be a weakly compatible letter with respect o a. We note that Eb is the set of 
strongly compatible letters with respect to 6. Then the next equation holds by 
Propositions 3.4 and 5.2. 
z’(b) n Z*EJ* = ~i-P(~)...zi-*P(~)zi-*~(b)~i-lp(~)...~i-p(u) n C*EJ*, 
where p = C(E) and i - lp < pNz + p + 2Nz - 1. 
Proposition 5.4. Let w E z’(a) be a word of Case 1 or Case 2 and let p be the common 
period of all compatible letters. Then 
w = ri-P(s) . ..r’-‘p(s)w’Pp(t) . ..z’-P(t). 
where w’ E ti-‘p( a, sat E rp(u), and i - lp c Nr(pNt + p + 2N, - 1). )
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Proof. Let X = pN, + p + 2Nz - 1. Let w be a word in r’(a) where i 2 NZX. Let 
A =(a,~, ,..., w “,..., w) be a derivation process of w where w, is the last word in 
A which contains a strongly compatible letter with respect o a. 
If n 2 X, then by Proposition 5.2, w, E r”-P(s)r”-P(u)tn-P(t). Then we have 
w E z’-P(s)z’-P(a)z’_P(t). 
Next if n c X, then there exist two words Wj and wj+L in A such that they have an 
occurrence of the same weakly compatible letter b. Let Wj = xby and ubu E zP(b). Since 
i > N,X, we can take such an L that L > X. Then 
w~+~ E zL(x)zL(b)zL(y) = 7L(x)7L-p(u)7L-p(b)7L-p(u)7L(y) 
holds. Since L - p > 2N, - 1, we have 
rL-p(rp(x)~) = z~-~(z~(s)x) and rL-“(urp(y)) = ~~-“(yzj(t)) 
by Lemma 5.3. Then we have the following expression and the proof is completed. 
w E ri-(j+L)(wj+L) E 7~-C~+~~(7~+~-~(s)7~-“(x)7~-~(~)7~-~(y)7~+~-~(~)) 
c 7i-(j+L)(7j+L-~(s)7j+L-~(u)7~+L-p(t)) - 
=7 ‘-P(s)z’-qu)z’-P(t). 0 
5.3. Deterministic words: Cases 3 and 8 
All words of Cases 3 and 8 are deterministic and contain at least one self-embedding 
letter. As shown in Proposition 5.6, every word in these cases derives “center-embed- 
ded” words, i.e., 7’(w) = uwu for some i > 0 and uu E C*. The next lemma, which 
appears in the literature [S, Corollary 5.31, states the “period” i of such a word is 
bounded by the common period of all persistent letters. 
Lemma 5.5. Let h be a morphism on .P and w be a word over C. Zf h’(w) = uwu for 
some i > 0, then there exists a positive integer n such that h”(w) = u’wu’ for some 
u’u’ E C* and that n < C(E). 
The next proposition shows that the prefixes and suffixes of the “center-embedded” 
words in Case 3 or Case 8 have similar structures appearing Propositions 5.2 and 5.4. 
(A word of Case 3, however, is not “center’‘-embedded. If a is right-sided (resp. 
left-sided), then ?Z(s) = 1 (resp. zNr(t) = l).) 
Proposition 5.6. Let w E 7’(u) be a word of Case 3 or Case 8 and let (a, . . . , Wj, . . . . w) be 
a deriuution process of w in which wj is the first word of Case 3 or Case 8 in the 
derivation process. Then there exists a positiue integer L < C(E) such that 
w = 7’-L(s) . ..7i-lL (S)7i-j-‘L(Wj)7i-‘L(t) ...7i-L(t), 
where sat E .rL(u) and i -j - 1L < 2Nz + L. 
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Proof. Let p < C(E) be an integer satisfying sat E r”(a). The sequences ( & E wI, (t& E N, 
and (w,Jk E N in Lemma 3.9 are given by 
Sk = ?Pfi(S), tk = 7Q+yt) and wk = ?“(W) for kE M 
Then, by (3.3) of Lemma 3.9, we have 
rrnP(w) = Z(m-l)p+i(s)...Z”p+i(s) ~“p(w)Z”p+i(t)...Z(m-l)p+l(t), 
Since, W = Z’-‘(Wj), we can rewrite the above equation into the following form: 
rnp+i-j(r(m-n)P(Wj)) = Z”P+i-j(Z(m-n-l)P+j(S) .__rj(s)wjzj(t) . . ..(m-n-i)p+j(r)). 
By Theorem 1.1, we have 
Z’(Z (m-“)p(wj)) = rr(r(m-n-l)P+j(s) ...~j(s)wj.j(t)...z(m-“-l)p+j(t)) 
for some r < Nz. By putting wil = Z’(wj), u’ = z(~-“-~)~+~+~(s) . ..zj+‘(s) and U’ = 
r”‘(t) . ..T Cm--n-l)P+j+r(t), we obtain 
Z’m-“‘p(WiI) = U’Wi,U’. 
Now by Lemma 5.5, 
?+‘(Wi,) = U”WilU”y 
where L’ < C(E). Let L be the minimum integer such that s’at’ E zL(a) and 
UWi, u E rL(wil). It is easily seen that L < C(E). We can apply Lemma 5.3, by consider- 
ing wil as b, and we obtain T~Z- ’ (d+l(s’)) = T~Z- ’ (u) and rNZ- ’ (rj+‘(t’)) = rNz- ’ (u) 
because rj+‘(s’), ,j+‘(t’), u, and u are deterministic and Wil E ~~+~(a). If 
i-j-r>L+N,,then 
w = ri-j-r(wi,) 
=r i-j-r-L(uWilu) 
=r i-i-r-L(Zj+r(s’)Wi,r’+r(t’)) 
=r i-L(s’)ri-j-r-L(Wi,)~i-L(t~). 
Repeating this procedure and renaming s’ and t’ to be s and t, respectively, the 
following equation is obtained: 
w = &L(s) . ..ri-IL (S)Ti-j-r-lL(Wil)Ti-zL(t) m.aTimL(t) 
for some i -j - I - IL < L + Nz. Since wil = r’(wj) and r < NZ, we have 
7i-‘-‘-‘L(Wil) = z~-~-‘~(w~~) and i -j - 1L < 2Nr + L. Cl 
The “center” word ri-j-‘L( w j). P p t m ro osi ion 5.6 depends on the “first” word Wj. In 
the next subsection, we will show that Zi-‘-‘L(wj) has a further center-embedded 
structure. 
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5.4. Cases 2,4,5 and 7 and transient words 
First we note that all subwords u and u in Proposition 4.6 have similar “center- 
embedded” structures as in Propositions 5.4 or 5.6. For example, in Case 4, 
U = ?P(s) . ..ri-*p(s)u’. u = u’C’P(t) . ..FP(t) 
provided w = ub,zb,v E 7’(a) where p is the common period of all persistent letters, 
satE7P(a), i - lp < N&N7 + p + 2Nz - l), and u’ and u’ are subwords of 
w’ E 7i-zp(a). 
NOW the “first” word Wj in Proposition 5.6 is decomposed 
Wj = 7j-‘(S) . . . 7jezp(S) W’7j-tp(t) . . . 7jeP(t), 
where w’ E 7i-zp(a) andj - IP < Nz(pNr + p + 2NZ - 1) + Nz since there are at most 
Nz transient words in the derivation process (a, . . . , Wj, . . . , w). Therefore, Proposition 
5.6 is improved as follows: 
w = 7i_P(s) . ..7’-‘P(s)w’z’-‘P(t) . . . r’_P(t), (5.1) 
where sat E rP(a), p < C(E), w’ E zi-lp (a), and i - Ip < N&Nr + p + 2Nz - 1) + 
3Nz + p. 
As for the transient words, we note that for a transient word w E 7’(a) there exists 
a nontransient word w’ E z’-“(a) such that w E z”(w’) and that n < Nr. Thus Eq. (5.1) 
holds for every transient word. 
5.5. Main theorem 
Theorem 5.7. There exists a constant M, such that for every self-embedding letter a the 
following two conditions are equiualent. 
(i) a is jinitely diuergent. 
(ii) There exists a positive integer p < M, such that for every positive integer i 
7’(a) = zimp(s) . ..7i-‘p(s)7i-‘p(a)7i~~p(t)...7i~p(t). 
where sat E 7P(a) for some st E C*, i - lp < M,, and zi-jp(s) and 7’-jp(t) are determinis- 
tic words for every 1 < j < 1. 
Proof. Let C(E) be the common period of all persistent letters. Then the theorem 
obviously holds for 
M, = NL(N,&(E) + C(E) + 2Nz) + 3Nz + C(E) 
and p = C(E) by Propositions 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6 and Eq. (5.1) in the previous subsec- 
tion. 0 
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6. Representations of D’OL systems by HFDOL systems 
In this section we establish that the derivation by a D’OL system is simulated by 
a HFDOL system. Using this result we show that a few decision problems for D’OL 
systems are decidable. 
Let a be a finitely divergent and self-embedding letter and M, and p be the integers 
whose existence are proved in Theorem 5.7. Let K, be the number 
M,-1 
K, = max (card(r’(a))). 
i=o 
Let w!” w!” I 1 c 9 ..-Fwi (“‘) be the different words in r’(a) where ni = card(r’(a)), i.e., 
z’(a) = {wy, wi2), . ..) WY’)}. 
Let Wpi+l) = Wyi+2) = ... = wiKa’ = wTi). Let Sj” be new letters for i = O,l, . . . . 
M,- 1 and j= 1,2,..., K, and let Y be the set {$“I i = 0, 1, . . . , M, - 1 and 
j = 1,2, . . . . K,}. Let Z’ be the set of deterministic letters for r and r = C’ u Y. 
A morphism ~9 which maps from r* to Z* is defined as follows: 
19(b) = b for b E Z’ and 0($“) = wi” for Si” E Y. 
Let h: J’* H f* be a morphism given by 
h(b) = T(b) if b E C’, 
h(S!“) = s!” I *+I ifi< M,- 1, 
h(SEj_ 1) = z”~-p(~)S~j_p~M~-p(tX where sat E z”(a). 
Since z”rmP(st) is a singleton and it is a deterministic word by Lemma 4.2 (ii), h is well 
defined. Now H = (C, 0,r, h,F = {Sy’, . . . . So,“‘}) is an HFDOL system. 
Lemma 6.1. For every finitely divergent and sew-embedding fetter a there exists an 
HFDOL system <C, 0, r, h, F) such that 
z’(a) = O(h’(F)) (6.1) 
for every nonnegative integer i. 
Proof. Let H = (Z, 8, r, h, F) be the HFDOL system described above. We prove that 
H satisfies (6.1). For every w E r’(a) if i 2 M,, then w is decomposed 
w = ri-P(s) . ..r’-lp(s)w’+@(t) . ..FP(t). 
where w’ E ri-‘P( a ) f or some I satisfying M, - p < i - lp < M, by Theorem 5.7. Let 
i - lp = M, - m for some integer m with 0 < m < p. Since w’ is in ?‘-m(a), 
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w’ = wif_,,, for some j. By the definition of h the next equations 
hi(Sbj)) = jpf,+O-l)p+p-m(SIj)) 
= t~z+U-l)P-m(S) ...ZM,-m(S)s~j_,~M,-m(t) ~~~.++U-~)P-~(~) 
=Z i-p(s) . ..z’-‘P(s)sj”.,z’-‘P(t) . ..z’-P(t) 
holds. It is obvious, by the definition of 0, that w = 8(h’($“)). That is, r’(a) c 
O(h’(F)). 
Let u = h’(sF’) for some j. If i 2 M,, then 
u = ri-p(s)ri-2p(s) . ..z’-‘P(s)sj”.,z’-‘P(t) . ..r’-2p(t)r’-P(t) 
for some 1 satisfying M, - p < i - lp < M,. Then 
(I(u) = ri-p(s)ri-2p(s) . ..~i-Ip(S)WIj_))lpZi-Ip(t) . ..r’-Zp(t)r’-P(t) 
is in r’(a) by Theorem 5.7. Thus O(h’(F)) E ~‘(a). 0 
Theorem 6.2. IA (Z,z, w) be a D’OL system. Then there exists an HFDOL system 
(C, 0, r, h, F) such that 
z’(w) = O(h’(F)) 
for every i 2 0. 
Proof. Let us assume W=aiaZ...ai where U,EC with n= l,..., 1. Let H,= 
(Z,O,,r,,h,,F,) with n= 42 ,..., 1 be HFDOL systems constructed as follows: 
(i) If a, is deterministic, then r. = Y&), h, is the restriction of r on Y&z,), 8, is 
the identity and F. = a,. 
(ii) If a,, is self-embedding, then H, is the HFDOL system whose existence is proved 
in Lemma 6.1. 
(iii) If a, is persistent and card@*@,)) < co, then it is obvious that there is an 
HFDOL system H, = (Z,O,,r,, h,, F,) such that ~‘(a,) = O,(hfJF,)) for every non- 
negative integer i. 
(iv) If a, is transient, then every word u E 7card(zf (a,) is a word over such letters that 
they are descendants of persistent letters; i.e., deterministic letters, self-embedding 
letters, or the letters in the case (iii). Hence there also exists an HFDOL system 
H, = (C, f3,, r., h,, F,) such that r’(a,) = O,(hL(F,)) for every nonnegative integer i. 
The above four cases exhaust all possibilities by Proposition 3.8. Renaming the 
alphabets rl, r,, . . . , rl appropriately, we can assume that they are nonoverlapping, 
i.e., I’, n rj = 0 if k #j. Then the HFDOL system (C, 8, r, h, F) where 
6=&v . . . v 8,, r = rl v . . . v T,, h = hl v . . . v h,, and F = Fl F2, . . . . F, obvi- 
ously satisfies r’(w) = 6(h’(F)) for every nonnegative integer i. Cl 
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Corollary 6.3. Z(D’OL) c Z(HDOL). 
Proof. Since T(HDOL) = _.%‘(HFDOL) (see [7]), we have 5?(D’OL) E Z(HDOL) by 
Theorem 6.2. The inclusion is clearly proper by considering, for example, the language 
{a,a2}. 0 
The importance of these theorem and corollary is not only that they characterize 
the family of D’OL languages in that of HDOL languages, we will discuss this in the 
next section, but also that they make some decision problems for D’OL systems 
decidable. 
Let X and Y be families of languages. The equivalence problem between X and Y is 
the problem deciding whether L = R given languages L in X and R in Y. The X-ness 
problem for Y is the problem of deciding whether a given language L in Y is in X or 
not. Salomaa has proved that the equivalence problem between context-free lan- 
guages and the family of HDOL languages, the regularity problem (“regular-ness” 
problem is said to be regularity problem), and the context-freeness problem for the 
family of HDOL languages are decidable [13]. Then the next corollaries are obvious. 
Corollary 6.4. The equivalence problem between context-free languages and the family 
of D’OL Languages is decidable. 
Corollary 6.5. The regularity problem and the context-freeness problem for the family 
of D’OL languages are decidable. 
At the end of this section we given an illustrative example of the construction of an 
HFDOL system from a given D’OL system. 
Example 6.1. Let us consider the D’OL system (Z = {a, b, b’,c,d},z,aa) where t is 
given by 
z(a) = dc, r(b) = r(b) = b, t(c) = (c,bb) and z(d) = (db,db’f. 
In this case Theorem 5.7 holds for d with M, = 2 and p = 1. We can construct the 
morphism h over 
r = {A(“),A(1),A(2),A(3),b,b’C~), Cr’ C;r), C~“,D~‘,D:o’,O61’,D1”) 
as follows 
h(A’O’) = D,$” Cc’, h(A”‘) = @‘C;“, h(A’2’) = @%$‘, 
h(A’3’) = @“C;i), h(b) = h(b) = b, 
h(C,$“) = C;“, h(Cp’) = Cj”, h(@) = Cl”, h(C:“) = C;‘), 
h(D:‘) = II;“, h(Di”) = D$b, h(Dt’) = D;” and h(Di”) = Di”b 
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and the morphism 8 from r* to C* 
8(.4’O’) = 8(/P) = 0(/P) = &4(3)) = a, B(b) = b, 0(b’) = b’, 
e(p) = e(c:O)) = e(cf)) = c, e(C;“) = bb, 
e(p) = e(#)) = d, e(@‘) = db and e(of)) = db’. 
Then the HFDOL system (C, 8, r, h, F = {A(‘)A(j)I i = 0, 1,2,3, j = 0, 1,2,3} ) satisfies 
z’(aa) = 8@‘(F)) for every i 2 0. 0 
7. Characterizations of the family of D’OL languages 
In this section we characterize the family of D’OL languages in the families of FDOL 
languages, EFDOL languages, NDOL languages, and HDOL languages. It is already 
shown in Corollary 6.3 that the family of D’OL languages is properly included by the 
family of HDOL languages. We now prove that the family of D’OL languages is 
mutually incomparable with that of EFDOL languages and that of NDOL languages. 
Theorem 7.1. Y(D’OL) and Y(NDOL) are mutually incomparable. 
Proof. The language L given by 
L = {a2”ln 2 l} u {cb”ln 2 l} u {d} 
is a D’OL language because the D’OL system ({a, b, c, d}, r, d) generate L where 
z(a) = a2, z(b) = b, 7(c) = cb, z(d) = { u2, cb}. But L is not an NDOL language (cf. [7, 
Lemma 5.21). Since every finite language is an NDOL language, there are NDOL 
languages which are not D’OL languages. q 
Theorem 7.2. Y(D’OL) and Y(EFDOL) are mutually incorporable. 
Proof. Let G = (Z, r, h, F) be an EFDOL system. A word w E L(G) is called fresh if it 
is the first word which is the word over the terminal alphabet Z in the derivation, i.e., 
w = h’(u) E Z* for some u E F and h’(u) $ C* for every j < i. We note that there are 
finitely many fresh words in L(G). 
Let us consider the language L = {ab’b’l i 2 O> u (ab’l i 2 l} u {a}. Then L is 
a D’OL language since the D’OL system ((Q, b, b’), 7,a) where r(a) = (ab, ab’j, 
z(b) = b, and z(b’) = b generates L. 
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HDOLzHFDOL _ OL 
Fig. 3. Relations among some families. The arrows indicate that the family below is properly included in 
the family above. The thin lines means that the two families are mutually incomparable. The relations that 
do not appear in this paper are due to [7]. 
We show that no EFDOL system can generate L. Assume that L is generated by an 
EFDOL system ( {a, b, b’}, r, h, F). Let n, be the minimum positive integer such that 
f+(a) is a terminal word. There must exist such an integer for otherwise L(G) is finite. 
Since a E L and 14 L, P(a) = au for some u E {b, b’}*. We now must consider the 
following three cases. 
(i) If u = b’v, then ab’ cannot be derived by any word in L. Thus every ab’ must be 
fresh. This is impossible. 
(ii) If u = bu, then ab’b’ cannot be derived by any word in L. Thus every ab’b’ must 
be fresh. This is impossible. 
(iii) Let us consider the case u = 1, i.e., P(a) = a. If there exists a positive integer 
m such that h”(b’) = b’b’ for some positive integer 1, then all words of the form ab’ must 
be fresh or be derived from a fresh word of the form abj. Every word derived from abj 
has the form abjk’ for some I > 0 where h”“(b) = bk and nb is the minimum positive 
integer such that h”*(b) is the terminal word. Thus infinitely many words in {ab’ 1 i 2 l} 
cannot be derived by any finite set of fresh words. This is a contradiction. On 
the other hand, if h’ (b’) does not contain any word of the form b’b’, then ab’b’ cannot 
be derived by any word in L. They must be the fresh words. This is again a contradic- 
tion. 
Since every finite language is an FDOL language, there are EFDOL languages which 
are not D’OL languages. 0 
We now have the following diagram in Fig. 3 which shows the relations among the 
families of D’OL, DOL, OL, FDOL, EFDOL, NDOL, and HDOL languages. 
At the end of this section we mention that Y(D’OL) is not the maximum family 
which is contained in both U(OL) and _Y(HDOL). 
Theorem 7.3. _!Z(D’OL) c Y(OL) n Y(HDOL). 
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Proof. Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 6.3 show that 
9 (D’OL) c Y (OL) n Y (HDOL). 
The language L = {ail i > l} belongs to both _Y(OL) and _Y(HDOL) but L is not 
a D’OL language by Lemma 2.2. 0 
8. Concluding remarks 
We have defined a new subclass of OL systems, called quasi-deterministic OL 
systems or D’OL systems, which generate a family of languages which properly 
includes the family of DOL languages and is properly included by the family of OL 
languages. We have proved that a OL system is effectively decided whether it is a D’OL 
system or not. When each letter in the alphabet is decided whether it is finitely 
divergent or not, it takes at most linear time to decide whether a OL system is a D’OL 
system or not where the size of the problem is measured with the length of the axiom. 
The time complexity, however, becomes larger if we consider the problem to decide 
whether or not a letter is finitely divergent and we measure the size with the 
cardinality of the alphabet. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 5.7 gives the following upper 
bound 
O(N$N,!) 
because p = C(E) < O(Nz!). It remains open to find more efficient algorithm for this 
problem. 
The D’OL-ness problem for the family of OL languages is an interesting problem. 
Since every word generated by a D’OL system is in a special form (Theorem 5.7) 
I conjecture that the D’OL-ness problem is decidable. 
Some D’OL systems are ambiguous contrary to the fact that every DOL system is 
unambiguous [lo]. Then there are other decision problems: to decide whether a given 
D’OL system is unambiguous or not and to decide whether a given D’OL language is 
unambiguous or not. If the latter problem and the D’OL-ness problem will be 
decidable, then the class of unambiguous D’OL languages will be an answer of 
Problem 20 in “L System problem book ‘75” [6]. 
There are still more interesting decision problems: The equivalence problem for the 
family of D’OL languages and the “D’OL sequence quivalence problem”. The latter 
will be defined as follows. For given D’OL systems Gi = (C, ri, w) with i = 1,2, one 
has to decide whether or not 
7; (w) = z;(w) 
for every n 2 0. 
The equivalence problem for the family of D’OL languages will be decidable if the 
equivalence problem for the family of HDOL languages is decidable. But the former is 
open because the latter is open. 
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Although all words derived by a D’OL system are ordered in a HDOL sequence 
(Theorem 6.2) and the sequence quivalence problem for HDOL systems is decidable 
[l, 123, the sequence quivalence problem for D’OL systems is open. There is a ran- 
domness in the ordering of words in r”(w) when they are ordered in a HDOL sequence. 
This is why the sequence quivalence problem for D’OL systems is difficult. 
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